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1. Match the opposites. 

dark provocative 

pastel light 

warm bright 

relaxing / soothing cool / cold 

 

2. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Warm and _____________, light and _____________, pastel and _____________, there are so many 

different colours. Do you know how _____________ colours we can see? 

 

3. Guess. Circle how many colours you think we can see. 

10 thousand   1 million   10 million 

 

4. Now listen on, fill in the gaps, and check your guess. 

The International Colour Association is a group of _______ countries, for example the United 

Kingdom, the USA, Germany, Hungary, Italy and Croatia. They ___________ colours on March 21, 

International Colour Day. They organise: art exhibitions, architectural projects, _________ and design 

meetings, colour workshops, colour and light design competitions, ___________ national colours. 

The Czech Republic is not a member of the association, but we can still celebrate colours. We can see 

___________colours! 

 

5. Describe the colours.  
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Match the opposites. 

dark provocative 

pastel light 

warm bright 

relaxing / soothing cool / cold 

 

2. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Warm and cool, light and dark, pastel and bright, there are so many different colours. Do you know 

how many colours we can see? 

 

3. Guess. Circle how many colours you think we can see. 

10 thousand   1 million   10 million 

 

4. Now listen on, fill in the gaps, and check your guess. 

The International Colour Association is a group of 30 countries, for example the United Kingdom, the 

USA, Germany, Hungary, Italy and Croatia. They celebrate colours on March 21, International Colour 

Day. They organise: art exhibitions, architectural projects, fashion and design meetings, colour 

workshops, colour and light design competitions, wearing national colours. 

The Czech Republic is not a member of the association, but we can still celebrate colours. We can see 

10 million colours! 

 

5. Describe the colours. (Possible answers) 

 

 

 

    

warm, dark yellow light, cool blue light, pastel, baby 

pink 

dark, bright pink light, cold, mint 

green 

 

     


